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LESSONS IN AMBITION
The Buildings of Brighton College
This is the first of our new series of
Occasional Papers. It replaces the
Regency Society Journal.
Brighton College is a fine example of
an ambitious approach to building
success in every sense. The history of its
buildings recounted here demonstrates
that the college has not always been the
leading institution it is today. Vision,
top quality design and a refusal to
compromise have contributed centrally
to its transformation. This has clearly not
always been easy, and is an example we

hope other institutions in our city will
learn from.
We are grateful to the many members
of Brighton College past and present
who have helped make this publication
possible, giving generously of their time,
thoughts and research. We are also
grateful for the college’s partnership in
the cost of publication.
I would like to thank John McKean for
producing this first issue of what we hope
will be a successful new venture for the
Regency Society. The Regency Society
would like in the future to produce

more Occasional Papers about the built
heritage of Brighton and Hove. Raising
awareness and promoting excellence
in design are core to our purpose. We
look forward to hearing from potential
authors of future issues in this series.
Contact chair@regencysociety.org
Roger Hinton, Chairman of the Regency
Society, March 2019

Introduction
This construction of Brighton College
from its beginning in 1845 to its very
successful present day is quite a story.
The college’s attempts to define itself
in built form offer a complicated,
though illuminating journey, involving
as much failure as success.
Our front cover, the gateway to
our tale, immediately raises the issues
at the centre of informed debate on
any institution concerned with quality
in its built environment. How are its
buildings read? How do you add new
building to complement and enhance
an existing estate? What happens
when, for one reason or another, that
grip falters?
The great ‘whoosh!’ of this
picture is of the towering entrance to
the college, with its battlements and
pointed arches. Though designed in
the late 19th century, features like
these were already a theatrical conceit
in the 16th century when Ann Boleyn’s
Gateway at Hampton Court was built.
The College’s 19th century, historicallyaware architect recreated the famous

Tudor gatehouse but added a very
contemporary asymmetry to the
ground level, which for those with
eyes to see, is typically Victorian. The
project ran out of steam when only
half built. Remaining truncated for 130
years, it was probably easy to forget
that they job was half done.
The College’s 21st-century,
historically-aware architect recreated
the 19th century memory of the 16th
century tower. The top half of what
we see in this picture is 21st century.
But the proudly completed gateway
is in no way diminished by its crisp,
stone double-glazed windows making
no pretence to be draughty old leaded
panes. It could only be of our time, for
those with eyes to see.
Rather than dwell on this
parable, we invite you to ponder this
tale yourself. Presented as a simple
chronology, it falls into three parts.
Part One, its first sixty years begins on
page 3 opposite. Part two, virtually its
20th century, begins on page 15.
Part Three, the great building

programmes of the past decades,
begins on page 23.
One learns much about how an
institution sees itself from the way
it builds itself. The story of Brighton
College has lessons not only for
institutions but for the city. Pride in
place and ambition for excellence
needs much more than money. Put at
its simplest, to achieve an articulate,
attractive and sophisticated building
you need an articulate, attractive and
sophisticated client.
But buildings are not just
reflections of their institution. As
Winston Churchill wisely noted,
we create our buildings - and our
buildings create us.
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By John McKean
Brighton College’s efforts to define itself in built form, have waxed and waned over its
nearly two centuries. Had it not been for its renaissance in the 21st century, this might
have been a tale too depressing to tell. Today there are important lessons here for all
concerned with the quality of our built environment.

PART ONE 1845 – 1907
Being a tale of high ambition defeated by circumstance, of
hubristic architectural ideas and clients blind to the value of
forming high quality places; of concerns easily lost amidst financial
mismanagement and bankruptcy.
For any institution, its foundation process is always very revealing. Were I to
imagine the opening of a new school, I’d presume an educational purpose
driving it, the funds raised to get it going, a site purchased and the buildings
erected. Then, with staff in place, off it goes. This innocent presumption
would fit with my having written quite a lot about the beginnings of new
English universities in the early 1960s.
Brighton College, in the 1840s, begins
rather differently. When it opens, it has
no land, no buildings and certainly not
enough money; neither bequests and
generous legacies nor funds from any
civic or public purse.
To ensure the moral fibre of the
gentlemen who would take the civic
and national reins on behalf of their
pious young queen, private schools
are being founded in towns across
the land in the 1830s and 1840s.

After the debauched decades of
Georgian England, the moral tone has
to be raised. In Brighton, only half the
population even attends the national
church (as the shocking 1851 census
shows), while the English average
is a deplorable enough 60 per cent.
Things must change.
Symbolically, the queen is even
intending to sell off the Royal Pavilion
estate. A group of the Brighton great
and good, mostly entitled ‘Rev.’,

meet in the National School building
on Church Street (where Carluccio
stands in the 21st century) to plan
for ‘a college on Church of England
principles’. Moreover, it will not be a
beneficent foundation, but a business;
a company built of its shares.
In November 1845 a meeting
is held in Brighton Town Hall to
establish what now becomes the
last of England’s urban ‘proprietary’
rather than private, endowed schools,
the first Sussex ‘public’ school. (This
confusing term was adopted later,
after the 1864 Clarendon Commission
forced reform on the old beneficent
establishments - such as Eton, Harrow
or the Bluecoat schools – founded
on generous legacies for local poor
children but by then deeply corrupt
and abusive – by opening places to the
‘public’ after a competitive entry exam
in the classics; one unlikely to be won
by a local poor scholar.)
We need not concern ourselves
with what the ‘Provisional Committee’
formed that afternoon ‘to Prepare
a Plan for the Proposed College at
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Brighton’ intended to happen within
their college. The subject of this study
is the shells this institution grows, in
which to house and identify itself, and
to represent it within our town through
the subsequent 175 years.
But its foundation process is
the seed from which grows both its
strengths and its problems. While the
founding committee includes a few
senior army officers and members of
the nobility and gentry, almost half
are Anglican clergymen. They have
to sell shares, each linked to a (not
automatically guaranteed) place in
the school; they have no buildings, far
less a site. But they, who became the
council of the nascent college, appoint
a principal (an evangelical Rev in their
own image) six months later and,
within a further six months, in January
1847, are open for business. And ‘the
school’s first business,’ as its historian
Martin Jones so nicely puts it, is ‘to be
a nursery of Christian gentlemen.’
Their organisational structure
needs them to be in business smartly
to make their shares attractive and to
attract the fees. They quickly take a
three-year lease on ‘Lion House’ at the
head of Portland Place (around where
other schools are also starting to fill
up the new buildings), as they begin
to consider premises appropriate to
this new college. Strangely perhaps,
their first thought had been to buy
the vacated Royal Pavilion or at least
some part of it. Lord Alfred Hervey,
Treasury minister and one of Brighton’s
two MPs, in a long letter in September
1846 writes ‘if any part of the existing
structure could be available for the
college it might, at the proper time, be
purchased at a very moderate sum as it
stands; as the materials, if the Pavilion
should be pulled down, would fetch a
very small price…’
We can gasp at that extraordinary
observation today, but for the College
this is a byway. The Crown raises
the price further beyond what can
be afforded; the borough buys it for
£50,000 and the college continues
to search for its own permanent
built image. But first, it settles into a
building which we see today through
a strange historical miasma: indeed,
various texts - including Nick Antrim’s
recent Pevsner Guide - suggest it didn’t
even exist at the time when Brighton
College signed a lease on it.
4 Regency Society

Portland House, the first home of Brighton College.
Above: in a print published in 1829, showing the county hospital beyond, to its north east.
Right: in a photograph of 1855-60, showing St George’s Church to the east.
Between the publication of these images, to the college it is known as Lion House. A model
of the lion surmounting its facade, is ceremoniously dragged from here to the foundation
laying of the college’s first new building.

We know that Portland House, the
grand mansion topping Portland Place,
designed by Charles Busby for Major
Villeroy Russell, had been burned down
before completion in 1825; the fire is
undisputed and usually described as
total destruction. I suspect, however,
that at least the masonry shell stands
pretty firm, following press mentions
of ‘severe damage to internal walls.’
It seems that, when rebuilt in 1829,
the original building was recreated;
and I would guess that at least the
Corinthian portico and surmounting
lion, the central top lit hall and main
layout, survive the fire.
The print of the Whittock drawing
is clearly dated 1829 but may have
been drawn before the fire. The
photograph in James Gray’s collection
is printed from a waxed paper negative
of between 1855 and 1860. Gray
says ‘It shows the splendid mansion,
Portland House. As far as I know this
is the only surviving photograph of
this building. Rebuilt in the same
form but split into three separate
houses, it was reconstructed soon
after this photograph was taken.’
Historic England’s calling it rebuilt
in 1847 cannot be right. But equally
the Brighton Pevsner is not alone in
erroneously telling us that the ‘plainer’
replacement—when it became the
centre of a terrace sort-of-surviving

within St Dunstan’s and then the NHS
to this day—dates from the 1840s. That
second rebuild dates from a decade
later, once Brighton College has moved
on. In 1846 the first rebuilt grand
mansion (planned, like the original, with
its two wings as separate and sideentered) houses the nascent college.
We know that Lion House is
occupied by the new College in May
1846 and that it employs, as its
first architect, Amon Henry Wilds
to make various ‘alterations.’ The
building referred to in all early college
documents as Lion House can only be
this which everyone else, including the
engravers of street maps of Brighton,
know as Portland House. Clinching
evidence is an article written by a
teenage college pupil in Lion House
(signed T.E.H. and most likely the
future international jurist, Professor Sir
Thomas Holland) which describes Lion
House inside and out with precision
and in charming detail.
‘The entrance up a broad flight of
stone steps under a portico supported
by a row of tall columns’ fits no other
building in the area. This leads to the
main hall, from which ‘a spiral staircase
whose well extends from the ground
floor to a circular lantern in the roof,
leads to successive semi-circular
landings on the first and second
floors…’.
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Here is indeed a reconstruction of
Busby’s mansion for Russell. The
long, fascinating text, with details of
‘passages and back stairs and deserted
chambers’ and descriptions of the
school opening, of masters, houses and
outbreaks of mumps, is reproduced in
the 1957 history of Brighton College.
The college’s building, the young
author notes is ‘familiarly known as
the “Lion House,” in virtue of a Lion in
effigy on the roof, the arms of some
nobleman for whom it was built but
who has not taken it’.
For now, in 1846, leased from a
John Fearon of Regents’ Park, London,
this fine mansion at the head of the
Villeroy Portland Place development,
seems no longer to belong to Villeroy
Russell. Two decades earlier, the Busby

building, when engulfed in fire, was
not insured. Major Russell has had
to bear the estimated £12,000 loss
himself and, borrowing to rebuild, it
eventually bankrupts him. Russell now
inhabits one rebuilt side unit and sells
the porticoed central portion. This
is where, in January 1847, Brighton
College opens for business.
They hope to attract 600 pupils.
They start with 147, it is 40 years
before they even reach 200, and for
much of its first 40 years the roll is
actually smaller than that first 147.
Whatever the education offered, the
lack of an original endowment seems
not the best business model for the
creation of an estate which, from the
start, and regularly with changing
circumstance, will need large injections

of capital to build.
But no time is wasted. They focus
on land just to the west of Barry’s
hospital which has been growing from
1828 to 1841 in downland between
Brighton and Kemp’s new ‘town’.
Early in 1848 they choose a ‘nearly 11
acre’ location in the furlong of Baker’s
Bottom. Like the hospital, it stands just
to the north of the former trackway
to Black Rock, now newly developed
as the road to Kemptown, and first
recorded as Eastern Road with eight
residents in the 1845 street directory.
Buying from the three owners,
Attree, Cooper and Whitfield, 8.5 acres
are acquired at first, and that on a 99year lease, as the college lacks further
funds. (The freehold is only bought
some years later.) From the start, it is
a very tight site for the projected 600
pupils. But cash is equally tight and,
over the next generation, when they
will be able to afford expansion north
and east, William Percival Boxall of
Belle Vue Hall – the only building on
this downland between the hospital
and Brighton – and who owns land at
Bakers Bottom, for reasons unknown
will constantly impede them.
But it is, they say, a good location,
in ‘the healthiest part of Brighton’ (an
important consideration in this preantibiotic era for institutions packed
with people easily swept with deadly
infectious diseases). It is probably chosen,
nevertheless, because most of the
governors live close by. Even before this
land deal is concluded, in January 1848,
an advertisement is placed in The Times
for an architect to design them a fine new
college.

The only competition entry, other than Scott’s winner,
which seems to have survived remains anonymous.
It displays the prevalent taste for ‘not quite classical
symmetry’ within a neo-mediaeval skin, and spatial
arrangement remarkably similar to Scott’s less
grandiose but more dynamic layout.
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Two views of the winning design by George Gilbert Scott, looking north east and north
west across its little mediaeval town square, clearly showing the cloister running from
chapel (right) across the main block to a covered undercroft below the school hall (left).
This is the architects’ competition entry drawing.
Opposite: as published the following year in Illustrated London News, with the college
desperate to attract patrons.

By the 1840s, the architectural
competition was becoming recognised
as the route to achieve the best building.
‘With a competition, you can source
and motivate the best design talent,
and you are on the way to winning.’
These ambitious words from the chair
of Brighton College’s development
committee in 2018 echo the mid
19th century mood. But they were
sadly forgotten by the college for an
intervening century and a half.
Charles Barry’s competition entry in
1836 won him the Palace of Westminster
which, right through the 1840s, slowly
rises in London. By now classic and
symmetric forms, though still dominating
the great Scottish cities, are seen in the
south as un-English and even (like the
White House and US Federal Capitol, or
the newly opened Madeleine in Paris) to
connote revolution and republicanism.
Today it is gothic design which embodies
the true, Anglican, conservative values.
Indeed the House of Lords has demanded
of the competing architects that
parliament’s new palace be ‘Gothic or
Elizabethan’.
At Brighton, Barry has built a stillexpanding if mediocre, plain, classical
hospital on the field close to the College’s
site. Amon Henry Wilds, an unwelcome
reminder of Regency days, luckily gave up
practice in 1846. At Westminster, Barry’s
instinctively classical palace only won due
to its glorious wrapping, outside and then
in, with Augustus Pugin’s gothic filigree.
In Scotland, the great new schools
ache to be in a classic tradition, even
6 Regency Society

from the acadēmē of Plato’s Athens. In
England by contrast, they now seek a
heritage in the monasticism which had
generated the Oxford and Cambridge
colleges. But the new Brighton
College, just as it is establishing itself,
takes form within one of the finest
classical mansions in the region.
Such institutions’ efforts to define
themselves often began with their built
clothing and the motto emblazoned
on their uniform. Here, under Busby’s
Corinthian temple front and lion
rampant, they choose the motto:
ΤΟ Δ’ΕΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΩ.
It is not uncommon for the great
new 19th century Academies north of
the border to have mottos in ancient
Greek. Edinburgh Academy and
Kelvinside Academy, for example, each
of which has a fine neo-classical stone
buildings (designed by Burn, 1823, and
Sellers,1878, respectively) also both
have the motto ΑΙΕΝ ΑΡΙΣΤΕΥΕΙN (‘ever
to be the best’); and the one where
this writer was a pupil surmounts that
carved inscription by the entrance with
a helmeted Athēnē in a laurel wreath.
Only one school in England
ever has its motto in classical Greek.
Brighton College chooses ΤΟ Δ’ΕΥ
ΝΙΚΑΤΩ. Strangely, perhaps, it is
this college, the most marinated in
Anglicanism of 19th century schools,
soon to move into its neo-mediaeval
and deeply anti-classical built
environment, where the motto ‘let
right prevail’ remains in ancient Greek.

THE DESIGN COMPETITION

Many architects apply for competition
details, and 21 projects are finally
submitted. It is
unspoken by 1850
that for Anglican
education buildings
as for parliament,
the designs will be
neo-monastic. About
the same moment,
R. C. Carpenter is
starting to build the
monastic quad at
Lancing (though its gloriously hubristic
chapel remains a dream for some years to
come). By the 21st century Harry Potter
has embedded this private school within
us all.
Brighton College is not rich, but its
brief calls for space for 600 boarders
and day boys aged nine to 20. Not long
before the entry date for submissions,
the college changes its requirements at
very short notice, and various architects’
annoyance is recorded.
One, furious young Harry Ralph
Ricardo, pulls out, writing:
‘These radical changes have been
made involving loss of time, trouble
and expense to every gentleman who
has been induced to engage in the
undertaking, many of whom, like myself,
will now be compelled to abandon it,
without even a word of apology from
those whose inconsequence has caused so
much trouble and loss, or even assigning
a reason for such material alteration.’

Part One 1845 - 1907

Ricardo had an original spark, and his
scheme might have been interestingly
different from the more conventional
project of the immensely competent
architect who was placed first. (Ricardo
died a decade later, still only 37, while
his son Halsey Ralph Ricardo become
one of the most interesting and original
designers in England by the end of the
century.)
On 9 May 1848 the competition is
awarded to 37-year-old George Gilbert
Scott, with second prize, according to
the college history, going to George
Somers Clarke. As David Fisher points
out, this almost certainly is George
Somers Leigh Clarke, who had trained
as an architect with Barry. (Clarke,
with his runner-up premium of thirty
guineas, is not to be confused with the
not-quite-eponymous George Somers
Clarke, two decades his junior. The
younger Clarke, who later trained as
an architect with Scott, designed the
gorgeous and quirky little Swan Downer
school at the bottom of Dyke Road,
now the Rialto theatre. Though he was
commissioned in the 1870s by Brighton
College, nothing by him would be
built. With such similar names, the two
designers must be related, but David
Fisher has yet to find the link.)
Scott is a prodigious worker and
businessman, and though some suspect
he may favour quantity over quality (he
is known to ask an assistant, as they
pass a church, if that is one of his own
designs), it will raise him eventually to
the pinnacle, as one eminent historian

said, of being the most important
second-rank architect of the 19th
century. He follows his own advice:
‘Go in for whatever is on offer,’ he
would say.
When he submits his Brighton
College entry, Scott has already
designed numerous houses, asylums,
workhouses, some schools and, within
the previous decade, an astonishing 23
churches. Since the publication of True
Principles by the equally workaholic,
similarly aged but temperamentally
very different Pugin a few years earlier,
Scott has studied ‘pointed’ architecture
more seriously and at least partly now
follows Pugin’s principles of ‘honesty’:
‘The two great rules for design are
these: First, that there should be no
features about a building which are not
necessary for convenience, construction
or propriety; Second, that all ornament
should consist of enrichment of the
essential construction of the building.’
Building shapes should reflect how
they are occupied, not hide how they
are made, but might display the phases
of their development. This is the
opposite of fitting all required activities
into a pre-determined classical or
symmetrical envelope. We call it
‘gothic revival’ because Pugin claimed
only ‘Pointed’ architecture followed
his principles. Sticking with these
principles but dispensing with ye olde
image, however, will become known as
‘Modernism’ in the 20th century.
The 20th century building
designers at Brighton College take a

long time to recognise the principles
rather than simply their decorative
wrapping. And so as architectural
development elsewhere moved with
the age, the college’s new buildings,
through much of the 20th century,
seem ever more to lag behind. But I am
jumping ahead.
The projects in 1848 are presented
and chosen anonymously, and Brighton
College council enthuses over the one
revealed to be from Scott’s studio. It
combines ‘so many excellencies and
so completely realis[es] the[ir] wishes.’
It is estimated to cost £58,000. That
is equivalent to £57.5 million today, a
very similar cost to their science and
sport complex we see appearing at
the college in 2019. Scott’s college,
however, aims for the superficial
appearance of a rather domesticated,
charming, late 13th century institution:
more small town-hall square than
monastery.
Competitors were warned that
it will not all be built at once. They
were told £12,000 will be available,
but they are unaware of quite how
precarious are the college finances. Its
shares are not selling. Now, as Scott
is preparing working drawings, he is
told in December that only half of that
sum—just a tenth of the estimated
cost of Scott’s winning project—is now
available for building. Everything other
than the central block, everything to
create any sense of external enclosure,
with the varied buildings carefully
laced together by a charming threeOccasional Paper 1 7
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‘Ye ende to ye procession’ says the caption
to the effigy of ‘Leo’, symbolically arriving
from Lion House at the foundation stone
laying of Scott’s simple building, seen in
George Ruff’s 1851 image (bottom).
With the principal’s house and chapel
added to right and left by 1860, Ruff’s
painting can now be re-engraved with
these additions (opposite, bottom),
although none of the figures have moved
in the intervening decade.

sided colonnade terminating in the
chapel to the east and in an undercroft
below the hall to the west, all is cut.
For the remaining torso, builders
submit tenders, and the accepted
Messrs Wisden and Anscombe ‘are
willing to execute the whole of the
works required to be done in the
erection and completion of the New
College at Brighton agreeably to the
drawings and specification prepared by
and to the entire satisfaction of G. G.
Scott, Esqre., Architect, for the sum of
six thousand, three hundred and eighty
pounds - £6,380.’
First, on 27 June 1848, a
foundation stone is laid. Symbolically
enacting a move from classic, smooth,
white Brighton to the rougher, flinty,
honest future, a long procession winds
its way from the Corinthian temple
front in Portland Place to this field, its
rear being brought up by what appears
to be a reasonably accurate replica of
the Lion on a trolley pulled by pupils in
hats and hob-nailed boots.
The college’s share take-up drops
further as the building rump is being
built. It is advertised, pleadingly, with
a fine illustration of Scott’s complete
project in Illustrated London News
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for 13 October 1849, page 245. The
accepted tender had added: ‘Should
the arcades to the South Front be
omitted they will cause a deduction
of six hundred and sixty-four
pounds—£664.’ To save more money,
during the contract, the cloister is now
omitted. The corbels, from which its
arches should spring, remain visible to
this day.
This first building, faced in flint
with Caen stone dressings, is filled
with all their stuff from Portland Place
when the lease is given up June 1849.
Though builders are still at work, and
without further ceremony, term starts
in the Scott building in August 1849.
T G Jackson, a pupil who joins aged
15 some months later, writes that they
‘had just moved to a new building by
Gilbert Scott at the foot of the Downs’
and ‘the boys lived in boarding houses
in or about Portland Place’. Years later,
Jackson himself, by now a published
historian and former architecture pupil
of Scott’s, becomes architect to his old
school.
The first symmetrical classroom
block has four windows either side of
the two-storey entrance porch with
only the bell turret offering an off-

centre picturesque touch to prove—
rather as does Big Ben’s tower—that
it also is not actually ‘a classic form
in gothic garb’ as Pugin said of
Westminster. The open porch the
great stone canted bay with traceried
windows is held on massive and simply
chamfered corbels and under a stone
gable coping. Once inside, as Historic
England quaintly notes, today ‘the
interior appointments are modest,
relieved here and there by some
historiated and ornamental carving’.
It seems to be one of Gilbert
Scott’s slightest works. When he claims
his five per cent fee on the total cost
of £6,550, early in 1850, Scott must be
wondering if this were not a lost cause.
There is virtually no capital, still
poor take-up of shares and even slight
decrease in pupil roll. The principal
whom the college council appointed,
Rev Arthur Macleane, recognises

Part One 1845 - 1907
that only some serious spending on
quality building will raise the status
and recognisability of the new college.
In 1850 he calls for the chapel, hall,
principal’s and masters’ residences and
sleeping accommodation for 170 boys
to be built.
‘If these buildings and the schoolroom
which formed part of the original
plan were erected, … the college
would have an imposing aspect and
the commencement be made of an
Institution which if properly managed
might in a comparatively short time
become one of the first and most
respected places of education for the
upper classes of this country.’ By their
construction, he adds, ‘many of the
objections to the college would be
resolved and the “reasoning of the
eye” which goes far in these matters
would be satisfied.’
His turn of phrase suggests he may
even have read John Ruskin’s Seven
Lamps of Architecture, published the
previous year.
But the college council at every
step is, I quote, ‘more cautious’.
Brighton College not for the last
time lacks real leadership. Thus it
also lacks the impressive facilities of
many of the successful new schools
for upper-class sons springing up or
being reborn in the second half of
the 19th century. Founded largely by
clergymen, its strong emphasis on
Anglican piety—among the council
even more than teachers, I suspect—

The college seen in the
1877 Ordnance Survey

may have drowned more realistic
ambitions. Their basic business case
is holed below the water-line. For
another decade, they cannot even risk
committing to building a chapel.
The Council in 1850 expresses
pious ‘regret that the state of the
funds does not authorise them to
proceed with the additional proposed

buildings…’ and the principal cannot
change that mind. Their disagreement
is unresolvable and, almost four years
to the day after the College opened,
‘the confidence of the Council in the
Principal had been shaken’ and his
resignation accepted.
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The principal’s house, 1852 (left), surely
Scott’s most visually intriguing addition
to the college’s quad, and the fine 1866
dining hall (1867 photograph above), are
both only possible through the principals’
opening of their own wallets, a tradition
kept alive by headmaster Anthony Seldon
150 years later. (Note the close array of
wall gas jets in the dining hall.)
The college is still on the edge of the
downs in 1870 when Illustrated London
News publishes a balloon panorama from
which we grab a detail (top opposite).
Two views of the college’s open front.
A rare view populated in the 1860s (below
left), and verdant in the 1870s (bottom
opposite).

David Turner’s new history of the
College suggests that Macleane’s case
was partly to improve ‘the educational
experience, and partly a case of
cosmetic: the school must look grand
to attract grand families.’ This seems to
miss the key point, which the College’s
current headmaster, Richard Cairns,
clearly grasps and which might suggest
some comradeship with his very first,
less happy, predecessor. (The difference
is that today headmaster and his
governors are united.) Fine building
is not just the ‘useful space plus
cosmetic’ as Turner suggests. It raises
the spirit, enriches the experience,
and declares—as a mnemonic to
each pupil—the importance of both
individual and communal ambition in
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striving for the best. This is how quality
architecture is important.
Anyway, in 1851 finances remain
tight, the college fails to attract the
aristocracy of which it dreamed, and
a new principal takes over. Building
his house, however, is only approved
when the principal says he’ll pay for it
himself. Designed by Scott in 1852, it is
later rented to subsequent principals
for decades until bought by the school
for the £5,000 (£665,000 today) it had
cost to build.
The principal’s house, later with
dormitories to its north, is linked to
the main block by a short, square stair
tower. It is not known if all was built at
once but the picturesque informality
of the massing allows a suggestion

of growth, enhancing the overall
effect. The wonderful asymmetry
of its entrance south face is halved
between three, regularly windowed,
quiet storeys to the east and an absurd
collection of shapes, protuberances
and buttresses crammed with a
catalogue of different window shapes
to the west.
It charmingly hints at invented
histories: were there once, for
example, four regular, identical firstfloor windows, before the elegant twostorey stone bay was added centuries
later? A typically quirky and most
satisfying composition. Having been
funded by the principal (and costing
not that much less than the whole
previous building), its elaborated
details and articulated forms inevitably
make the college building itself appear
penny-pinching and dull.
Though Brighton College now
decides to buy its land on a mortgage
and wall it in, attempts to build Scott’s
chapel out of voluntary contributions
fails dismally. By 1854 only £350 has
been promised. As Martin Jones says,
‘Brighton College struggled on, stunted
by chronic underfunding.’ Indoors,
delight changes completely when they
link up to Brighton’s gas main in the
mid 1850s; outdoors, future delight is

Part One 1845 - 1907
promised by the donation of over 150
elm trees.
And eventually they do start
on the chapel and a small linking,
adjacent hall. As the principal’s house
is already built where Scott originally
proposed his chapel, they will build it
to the west of the entrance. Still only
£600 has been raised. But they have
also taken a new loan, and so can risk
commissioning a simple chapel from
Scott. His first scheme is returned as
too costly. The architects cut the cost
by a quarter, to £3,372. That too is
returned as still unacceptable.
The finally-built chapel, Scott’s
£3,000 design, is far from the powerful
form in the composition of buildings
which won him the competition 15
years earlier. Its simple, aisleless nave
of three bays and a chancel have side
windows to the south, while the little
hall abutting its north side fills the
space between chapel and original
building. Where Scott’s rather majestic
hall raised on its undercroft would have
stood is now his studio’s ‘cheapest
country church pattern,’ to quote
Martin Jones.
By the mid 1860s, with a dining
hall now desperately needed, the next
principal, Dr Griffith, has to lend his
own money if it is to be built at all.
The dining hall’s timber-framed roof
has four bays defined by crown post
trusses with each of four intermediate
bays subdivided by a hammer beam
truss formed by omitting the tie beam
which, in the main bays, carries the
crown post. (For this building, whose
fine roof survived a fire in 1965, no
designer is known.)
The principal also provides loans
and mortgages to fund other projects
that the college cannot afford: to level
the playing fields and engage Scott’s
office to extend the Principal’s house
north and build a servants’ hall, a

dormitory block and adjoining hall.
Finally, the college. which previously
would not raise a mortgage and
refused building schemes involving
subscriptions, accepts that company
share capital could not be the sole
funding source for building. ‘The
school cannot be treated as a mere
trading enterprise,’ and at last in 1873
it is regularised as a limited company.
Less expensive than buildings is
sports. They build courts for fives— an
ancestor of squash played without
racquets which can leave gloved hands
bruised and red—and in 1856 athletic
sports are established; a first, it seems,
in an English school. The small 1859
hall alongside the chapel immediately
becomes a gym, claimed later as the
first school gym in Britain. Twelve years
later, a science laboratory is fitted out,
also claimed today as the first in a
British school.
At the time, however, such
Brighton College claims are mute. It is
little known or desired, even compared
to others founded since and which
are growing faster. Student numbers
are falling through the 1860s and
mortgages are difficult to sustain when
the fifth principal, appointed in 1871,

urges the building of boarding houses.
Incomprehensibly, he cannot
persuade the college council, even
when he offers to lend the money
himself. Brighton’s practice of
‘boarding out’ its pupils, abolished a
decade earlier in other similar schools,
puts off the constituency it so needs.
The principal keeps badgering. At
one point it is agreed to commission
plans from George Somers Clarke (not
Somers Clarke, who had been runnerup in the 1840s), but finances are so
precarious there is no chance to build.
Then in the 1880s, with a sixth
principal in place (called headmaster
from 1885), the council finally changes
its timorousness about building
ambition. Projects take off: four
boarding houses, a sanitorium, a
great hall and a new chapel are to be
planned.
Still surrounded by open land,
in 1883 the college, after much
negotiation, secures the rest of its
home campus and the playing field is
finally levelled out and trees planted
around the perimeter. First to be built,
a charming cricket pavilion (below) is
commissioned in 1884 from Thomas
Jackson, the former college pupil
who is now already well known since
winning an important architectural
competition in Oxford.
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When this pavilion bites the dust
in 1979, it is not the college’s most
architecturally aware moment.
Much more substantially, however,
Jackson’s first and then second
boarding houses follow very soon.
A bias towards day pupils was
the mood when the college was
founded but now, not least thanks to
the railways, London is the catchment,
boarding is the key and somehow they
raise funds for boarding houses.
These signal a dramatic change in
the college’s form. From a few blocks
in the centre of their estate— the
pared down residue of Scott’s beguiling
monastic village in the landscape—
now they build along the southern
curtilage, enclosing and privatising
their open space as a quad. The
original brief of buildings open to the
south (and even somehow permeable
right down to the sea) is long past. In
the 1860s, a large maltings had been
built, an imposing pile on the cross of
Eastern Road with Sutherland Road,
overshadowing the college’s open
frontage to the west.
Now Jackson’s new college

buildings turn their backs to Eastern
Road and open into a newly-formed,
enclosed peaceful quad. While the
urban side speaks to the town in
brick with terracotta dressings (made
by Farmer and Brindley and cast by
Doultons) over an obscured, knapped
flint basement, inside the college its
walls echo the Scott language of flint
with stone dressed ‘gothic’ windows.
Jackson’s reddish stone and terracotta
panels are expensive but, to quote The

Builder, ‘the superior durability of terra
cotta will enable it to resist the trying
climate of the south coast better than
the ordinary building stones.’
From the start, Jackson imagines
a scheme to enclose the southern
perimeter and focus at a fine central
gatehouse, axial to the original
entrance, under a square tower rising
about the adjacent four-storey eaves.
The ground rises five metres along its
length and Jackson uses this to vary
the surface depth, the fenestration
and roofs between the three and four
storeys into an intriguing rather than
overwhelming wall of building. All
windows are pointed and the most
elaborate window form, repeated
throughout, is the ‘cinquefoiled head’.
Many windows are enriched
with floral ornaments cast onto
the terracotta blocks and there are
enriched terracotta storey bands
throughout. (Jackson’s scheme is
published in The Builder on 6 June
1885 and exhibited at the Royal
Academy that summer.)
The entrance itself displays
a wonderfully quirky asymmetry

Thomas Jackson, former pupil of the college and then of Gilbert Scott, proposes the complete southern
enclosure of the college grounds on Eastern Road, March 1884. This provides an axial view (seen above
in Anthony Hill’s drawing) to his master’s main entrance.
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underneath an absolutely square
and symmetrical Jacobean tower
held between octagonal buttresses
and to be capped with a bell-tower
over its pyramidal roof. Alongside the
carriageway, under a four-centred arch,
is a narrow, pointed-arch walkway
entrance, a porter’s lodge and above
them the Council Chamber.
In the college chapel, designed
personally by Jackson in the same
years, is a fine collection of carved
memorial tablets, many in alabaster.
But these are in a variety of
renaissance, classical styles, suggesting
for inhabitants of the ‘modern
mediaeval’ the typical later accretions

found in a ‘real gothic’ church interiors.
(Jackson has already published Modern
Gothic Architecture (1873), a book title
which 20th century modernists would
later find hilariously oxymoronic. But
he is also an educated architectural
scholar, later writing, for example,
about renaissance Urbino and
Castiglione’s book Il Cortegiano.)
The first house is complete in
October 1884 and by spring 1886
the next long house and the central
entrance gateway are coming out
of the ground. ‘House B’ is then
slowly completed but the entrance
tower grinds to a halt at eaves level,
remaining rather obviously stunted

until completed 120 years later.
In the background, the college
is desperately reconstituting and
modernising its finances, restructuring
loans, issuing new shares and launching
an appeal for funds. In 1884, with a
boarding house under way, they also
‘urgently need …a sanitorium and a
large school room’ for which parents
and supporters are asked to donate
or buy shares. They raise £11,821
(£1,371,236 today) but sell only two
shares—each attracting one extra
pupil—and this is not enough.
By 1888, for the college to break
even, it would need 250 boys on its roll.
Through its first 40 years it has never
approached that. Jackson’s building
programme has made a complete
change to the image of the college, yet
even the street frontage is barely half
complete when work halts. It will finally
be completed, at a more affluent but
also more visually alive moment, by
architects Allies & Morrison in 2013.
Jackson’s grand scheme for the
western side of the new quad drawn in
1885 to become a newly proud chapel
and great hall, is totally abandoned.

Above drawing: Jackson’s curtailed realism six months later shows
what is under construction in September 1884.
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The north wall of the first house is
optimistically left unfinished, waiting
for the hall to abut it. (Forty-four
years later they stop waiting, and it
is faced in flint and terracotta.) As a
final architectural indignity, in place of
Jackson’s proposed red brick and tilehung Queen Anne sanitorium is raised
a corrugated iron structure, now long
demolished.
Pupil numbers do rise in the 1880s
to hit 199 before falling back to 146
in 1893. A visibly falling roll causes a
vicious cycle for the institution which
soon cannot pay the interest on its
mortgages. In 1890 it restructures
all its debts into one loan from the
Phoenix, a fire insurance company.
Unable to pay Phoenix the interest
due, it is bankrupted. The insurance
company takes possession and
threatens to close the school.
Prolonged brinkmanship ends
when Phoenix says it would not shut
the gates and demolish the buildings.
But it does oversee the liquidation
of the original proprietary company
and installs its own man as bursar. In
May 1895, as if marking the colleges
golden jubilee, the Phoenix announces
the takeover and the headmaster’s
immediate resignation.
Superficially and to look at the
built legacy, Brighton College in the
1880s is ambitious and expanding.
Yet as its 1957 history says, ‘those
advantages were purchased at a
high price … sometimes bordering
on recklessness. It was a matter of
over-bold expenditure on projects
which could not be expected to yield
returns quickly enough to keep the
School creditors in a co-operative
mood.’ Sixty years later, in the college’s
latest history, David Turner calls ‘the
1884 development plan … the second
longest suicide note in history’ (an
irrelevant jab at Labour’s 1983 election
manifesto).
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Construction may be grinding to a halt on the Eastern Road frontage as funds drain out; but
Jackson in 1885 presents this (above), his most grandiose project ever, to the college for the
western side of the quad, with a much larger replacement chapel and great hall.
It comes to naught, the entrance tower is truncated, and Jackson’s achievement is seen
(around 1900) in this photograph of the same corner (opposite).

Phoenix realises that in this case
good business consists in keeping its
client solvent. It promises not to close
the college without giving three years’
notice to parents, although again,
in 1900, it openly considers shutting
down and selling the estate, offering its
buildings for use as a different viable
school or even considering other uses.
Owning it for 14 years, the insurance
company has stabilised as well as
humiliated the college, and surely, as
David Turner suggests, is running it
better than the college council had
done.
Brighton College battles for years
to regain ownership of its buildings
and land. In July 1907 the college

council decide to resign en masse—
which would thereby end the story
of Brighton College—unless Phoenix
become more accommodating in their
negotiation. After two more years of
dealings in similar mode, Brighton
College finally manages to buy itself
out of servitude.

From left: the first three phases of building the college, around 1850, 1860 and by 1890.
North is at the top, the maltings in grey
Right: an approximation from air,
including Jackson’s chapel extension
after the First World War (based, with
thanks, on Google maps)
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PART TWO 1907 – 2007
Being a tale of tribulations, of triumphs that anything is built at all,
but often it tells of a college without visual or spatial ambition which
feels it can only afford poor options.
In 1909 it is agreed the college can free itself on down payment of £5,000
(or £570,000 today) and £500 a year for fifty years. The mood is optimistic.
A fund, largely subscribed by former pupils, finds the cash and it is signed
over. With new optimism and a dynamic new headmaster, Rev. W R Dawson,
pupil numbers rise to 300 in 1916 and even reach the 80-year-old goal of
600 a decade later. Finally, in the 1920s, the college will see a surplus.

In 1911 inspectors once more criticise
the lack of one hall which could hold
all pupils. So once more a building
programme is set. In 1912 the
(unnamed) ‘college architect’, perhaps
F T Cawthorn, who lives around the
corner in Freshfield Road, prepares
drawing to build the block to the east
of the entrance arch—as designed
by Jackson two decades earlier. The
surplus is still in the future, so newbuild is put in a drawer, while various
large Kemp Town houses (including
Walpole Villa, today the Prep School)
are taken over and spaces on and off
campus reorganised.
They put up two cheap
prefabricated laboratories, convert the
main buildings to electricity and only
then, as funds grow, feel it safe to build
the essential ‘Great Hall.’ Not quite
as Jackson had envisaged, nor on the
footprint he planned (which involved
replacing the chapel), the hall which
Cawthorn now designs is a major step
for the college.

For this is the first building on the
additional strip of land between the
original college site and Sutherland
Road to the west – the strip whose
development northwards, sometimes
called the West Side Story, will
culminate in the sports and science
building by OMA currently nearing
completion in 2019.
Cawthorn’s great rectangular barn
has a large window at each end and
seven high and tall windows on each
side. They are set in a brick wall to the
street and slightly more decorated to
the quad, with a central flint band and
an upper chequerboard of brick and
flint panels, vaguely echoing Jackson’s
different facings within and outside
the college. All are clear leaded lights
in slightly pointed window-heads
and in keeping with the gentle neomediaevalism around the quad. It
is entered through a rather gauche
attached little porch to the south.
The hall is opened a month before
the British Empire decides to go to

war in Europe in 1914. Even before
that war stutters to its grizzly end, an
appeal for a memorial to it is launched.
Jackson, now Sir Thomas, is invited
to extend the chapel to become that
useful memorial. His 1917 scheme,
doubling it sideways, as a little and late
progeny of the far more inventive work
of Bodley and Burges at St Michael &
All Angels a mile to the west, might
have created a fascinating space
(below).
But under half of the appeal
fund is subscribed and the project
dies. Five years later Jackson returns
with a scheme which, if simpler, still
spatially enriches Scott’s minimal barn
form. He pulls the chancel wall, with
its rebuilt window, three bays to the
east, opening its sides into a brighter,
transverse space.
In a way that emulates his master’s
enjoyment of asymmetrical ‘apparent
growth’ (as in the principal’s house),
when there actually is enlargement
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Jackson enjoys exposing rather than
eliding the joins. Most obvious is an
almost ad hoc appearance where the
west side of the south chapel hits the
original and in the not-quite-mirrored
lateral extensions transforming it into
a T-shape.
Nevertheless, a chapel, built in
the 1920s as virtually indistinguishable
from its 70-year old origin—itself
attempting to appear 14th century—
must offer a particular vision of any
college at the time. Nikolaus Pevsner
called Scott’s work at the college
‘joyless’. But perhaps joy was not
the top priority of that bunch trying
to make a working business out of
‘education in accordance with the
principles of the established church’.
Jackson’s certainly is grander, stronger,
more ambitious.
But the blocks that follow in his
image, designed again by the local
Cawthorn (whose most interesting
work is the Church of the Annunciation
in Washington Street), aim far less
high. By the end of the 1920s he simply
attempts to complete Jackson’s urban
plan, reinforcing the gateway and
completing the eastern road frontage
to Jackson’s design almost exactly,

but only as far east as money makes
possible.
For at this point money for
building is, once more, at an end. They
just get some ‘tin huts’ for classrooms
(to become day-boy houses and then
stores before demolition in 1972).
Pupil numbers tail off into the 1930s;
the College’s finance committee uses
the word ‘suicidal’ in its 1932 report.
These are years of retrenchment
and internal turmoil for the college,
with substantial building projects
simply out of the question.
Headmasters tumble in quick
succession, war starts and with the fall
of France just over the horizon, by June
1940 there are only 134 pupils.
At the end of 1941 Brighton
College is once more bankrupt and
the staff given notice of the school’s
imminent closure. At the eleventh hour
it is saved by the war: transforming the
college’s engineering workshops into a
munitions factory, where staff, pupils
and parents all take their turn on a rota
of two-hour shifts. The school survives.
By the end of 1945 the roll has doubled
to 250 and a future can be imagined.
Under a new headmaster in 1950,
once more Brighton College begins

Right: In 1956, needing funds for new building, the appeal is sold with this strip of its
illustrious built heritage, images are dated 1851, 1885, 1923, 1930. Through the most
revolutionary era in our cultural and architectural history, the college’s gentle sub-gothic
forms seem proudly undisturbed.
Below: A welcome east wind saves the college in 1907.
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to recognise that, as Martin Jones
says of this moment, ‘new buildings
always impress’. The college, starting
to make a surplus, promotes a ‘third
era of development’. (I have heard it
said there was a Development Plan,
heard but not seen.) And, by the end
of the 1950s, there are a new science
block, workshops and houses for day
pupils. But these new buildings, by
Clayton, Black & Daviel, if serviceable,
do not impress. They are deeply
unmemorable.

Part Two 1907 - 2007

The English Gothic, however, does
remain memorable. A child, arriving at
the school in 1950 from India, noticed
that his mother, a head teacher in
India, felt immediately at home.
‘It wasn’t until 50 years later
that I actually worked out why. We
lived in Bombay, full of Gilbert Scott’s
buildings: the oval-topped tower,
the Ministry of Justice, the Prince of
Wales Museum, as it was called in my
childhood, they’re pure Gilbert Scott.
So she came here and was quite at
home.’
That Brighton heritage brought
Neville Abraham from Bombay as
a pupil, and half a century later its
quality will bring him back again to
chair the development committee
as a vital force in the college’s built
ambition for the 21st century.
By the 1960s, working within the
banal science building and timid neoGeorgian day boys’ building, there is
also ‘the wonderful art master, Gordon
Taylor, lecturing us on the Bauhaus and
Corbusier. That’s where the world was
going at that time. He always thought
this Jackson building was dreadful with
its pitched roof, whereas the science
block had a flat roof and never again
should we ever build pitched roofs!’
The speaker is Gavin Henderson,
Regency Society vice-president, whose
father, alongside the father of architect
Piers Gough, were housemasters, their

children born and raised on site. We
might ponder that an ‘amazing 12% of
leavers’—eight pupils—left Brighton
College in 1959-60 encouraged to
study architecture. For what the
college itself built is described, politely,
in its own published history, simply
as ‘insipid’. In 1964 local architects
Clayton, Black & Daviel design a dining
hall, said by college historian Martin
Jones to be ‘far better architecture
than anything they actually built for
us’. It is not built.
But then, in 1967 the college buys
from Charrington’s the Kemp Town
Brewery on its corner. This unlocks the
final, crucial piece of the college land,

some years after maltings operation
ceased. The college had initially lacked
the finance to buy this western strip
of land. At its south end, and nearly as
old as the college, stands the maltings
(seen on page 18) which had been
reconstructed after a disastrous 1907
fire, when the strong easterly wind
saved Jackson’s college buildings. ‘I
loved the old maltings, a wonderful
building,’ muses Gavin Henderson.
‘They actually could have converted it
wonderfully instead of destroying it.’
Though a fascinating and adaptable
complex, this is the 1960s and no one
hesitates in demolishing it.

Top strip left page: three views from around
1900. Left to right, chapel, sixth form room
and dining hall.
Top strip this page: three views from the
1920s. Left to right, the chapel extended by
Jackson, the hall designed by F T Cawthorn
and the swimming pool.
Right: The Brighton College estate as seen
in the 1956 ‘Third Development’ Appeal
brochure. On the ‘west side story’ north of
the hall and pool, building begin to appear
as if unplanned, while the proposed science
block simply blocks the central north-south
axis.
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But with falling school rolls once more,
growing inflation and an ailing appeal,
they cannot afford to replace it either.
A shiny, if run-of-the-mill, proposal for
this key corner site, which would have
left a perfectly reputable if bland image
of the 1960s, is abandoned and finally
a lower, faceless form emerges from
Clayton, Black & Daviel.
This pared down block (Woolton
building) is being designed just as a
new headmaster, Bill Blackshaw, arrives
in 1971.
‘Ten days or so into my headship,’ he
recalls, ‘the college architect, John
Daviel, visited me and said: “We’ve got
to decide NOW whether to build the
Maltings classrooms strong enough
to take a third floor”. With 330 boys in
the school it did not seem necessary.
“How much?” I asked. The sum was
not great, so the decision was taken by
the two of us to provide strength for
the Alexander Art School built some 35
years later.’
Blackshaw, self-styled as Bill the
Builder, now presides over the busiest
period of building since the 1920s.
But too much is penny-pinching.
Generosity and ambition are not seen
in buildings new or old. In 1972, the
historic buildings are listed (Grade
II) and now their decay is noticed.
But their makeshift ‘repairs’ of the
Victorian heritage has necessitated
18 Regency Society

later replacement by far better
restoration in the affluent second
decade of the 21st century.
A generation or two earlier,
Blackshaw’s ‘college architect’, Clayton
& Black, had produced some unusual
Brighton buildings, from the Duke of
York’s Picture House to the King and
Queen pub in Marlborough Place,
standing out from their more mundane
generality. But the practice is fading
fast after the Second World War when,
from the mid 1950s, as Clayton, Black
& Daviel, its work is almost exclusively
for the Anglican church. This almost
unrecorded college building is perhaps
the final work before the firm fades
entirely.
A large sports shed, exhibiting no
evidence of an architect’s involvement,
arrives as the munificent gift of Sir
Thomas and Lady McAlpine, the latter
being the headmaster’s mother. It
serves nearly a half century until
replaced today by a very different
vision of sports and of the college, by
Dutch architects OMA.
Two new buildings by architects
Miller Bourne, one built around 1980
and the second (Lester Building)
reduced from a first 1985, offer the
faux-friendly hips and overhangs
associated with planner-friendly Asda
stores springing up around England
in that period. The former destroys

the charming Jackson cricket pavilion
(right), the latter fills almost the last
space packed between the green
sandwich of quad and playing fields.
The first is today itself replaced by the
2019 science and sports building; the
second will be replaced tomorrow by
the 2020s theatre.

THE ‘WEST SIDE STORY’

It is the western strip north from the
hall that is in the sights of Bill the
Builder. ‘They called the project “West
Side Story”, Gavin Henderson recalls.
‘I was brought in by Bill Blackshaw.
I’d done the Picasso exhibition in the
hall in 1982 and they were wondering
how to deal with the hall and possibly
rebuild the swimming pool or build
above it. I got in Iain MacIntosh of
Theatre Projects, who is a genius,
and he did the designs for completely
reconfiguring the hall.
There were to be galleries down
three sides and the stage was going
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to be extended through to the back
– a marvellous job. It increased the
capacity of the hall and gave it this sort
of courtyard feel—it was a lovely idea.
He had only just done the Bracknell
theatre on those lines. And we sold the
idea to Brighton College that they could
rethink the interior of the Great Hall.’
This idea, however, also fades. And
though in the KFM masterplan 25 year
later there will be yet another proposal
for the hall, to increase its capacity and
to link it, the college doesn’t bite.
To look at Brighton College in the
1980s, having now filled the west side,
there seems hardly an inch left to build
on. But finally, before retiring in 1987
headmaster Bradshaw has a stroke of
luck: the Great Storm of 15 October. To
the east of the main college building, in
the Goughs’ garden, stands a venerable
mulberry tree.
‘It was Mrs Thrale’s and Samuel
Johnson visited and loved it at her
house in West Street. Then she upped
and left with Piozzi and it was brought
here. An historic treasure; but here
they now wanted to build. When the
mulberry tree came down in the great
gale of ’87 there were whispers that
maybe it was given a useful push as
well, and very soon they had built.’
That is Gavin Henderson’s memory.
Bradshaw simply adds: ‘The Great
Storm of 1987 relieved us of the
mulberry tree on which there was a
preservation order: thus it was possible
to build Williams House, providing

space for the first properly coeducational girls.’ That unmemorable
building goes up on the watch of the
next headmaster, John Leach.

‘THE HEADMASTER
CONTACTED ME OUT OF THE
BLUE…’

At times in its first 150 years Brighton
College thrives; but generally it merely
survives, and at times only just.
Now, as the century is ending, Leach
is leading a school once more just
surviving. He admits that 1992 shows,
economically, ‘the worst picture for
22 years’’ One former pupil returning
to work at the college in 1993 says:
‘After many years of a Labour Council,
Brighton was more run down. It was
pretty drab and miserable. Brighton
went down and the school declined
with it.’ In the office of the college
archivist a lifeless drawing of the
Eastern Road elevation is framed on
the wall. It is called ‘Masterplan’ and
dated MCMXCII. It is by architects
Miller Bourne. I have found no
masterplan; Miller Bourne has not
responded to my approach to them.
Another former pupil who had
forgotten all about the college, as
‘for about 40 years pretty well all my
contemporaries sent their children
somewhere else,’ was then approached
out of the blue.
‘One day, the headmaster, John Leach,

contacted me,’ Neville Abraham begins.
‘He’d found that my brothers and I
were all music scholars here. And he
said “we need a new music school and
wonder if you’d like to be involved,
you’ve done quite well in life and…”
and I said I’d come down and see him.
And that’s how the dialogue started.
It didn’t get off to a very good start,
because I said to him two things.
One is: “what have you got in mind?”
He said: “I’ll show you plans that have
been drawn up by the school architect.”
And what I saw was Miller Bourne’s
sort of Gilbert Scott Mark III. I paused.
Then said: “the other question I’ve got,
John, is do you have a brief?”
“What do you mean?”
“Has the director of music put into
writing what it is he’s trying to
achieve?”
“No, but I could ask him.”
The scheme was already drawn. So
I said, “Look, this gives the wrong
message and until we can agree a
proper brief, I’m not interested.”
I didn’t hear anything more, because the
director of music didn’t write his brief.’
Years later, just before the new
millennium, Anthony Seldon becomes
the college’s ‘tornado’ headmaster. He
demands improvement in ‘four Ps’:
the product (education), promotion,
prices—and place. This last is not only
the one in which he is least skilled, it is
the hardest to achieve: for there is still
simply not the money.

Left page: Science block, perspective and
plan, as proposed in 1956, and (below) the
place actually created. Maltings corner and
the college street frontages around 1969,
and (below) the college’s proposed 1969
replacement which it cannot afford to build.
This page: Above right: an unbuilt design,
with its new low-level courtyard in the
campus corner.
Below: the charmless block by John Daviel
as built (strong enough to take the later
addition of the Art Department on top) also
seen in context from the air.
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‘When Seldon became headmaster,’
Abraham continues, ‘he picked up the
threads very quickly. As you know he
was a very indefatigable, active sort of
guy. And immediately aware that the
very first stone laid at Brighton College
was from one of the best architects in
the land at the time.’
Seldon, having read the notes
of Abraham’s meeting with Leach,
suggests starting again.
‘I said “well, if you’re starting from a
blank sheet of paper the first thing you
need is a brief.”
“We’re working on that.”
And I said, “secondly, what is the
message you want to give? Is Brighton
College a 19th century Victorian school
or is it a school for the 21st century?”
“You know what my answer is.”
“Right; you’ve got to have a
competition.”
So that’s where we started.’
But the college remains broke. As
Abraham puts it, ‘We didn’t have the
money to repair a gable. When a piece
of masonry fell off, as happened now
and again, they had to have a meeting
to decide how to find the money, and
it could take three years to replace
it.’ Geoff Miller, chairing the college’s
finance committee from 1995 until
2013, says, ‘Years and years of nonspending or underspending had left
the College in a dreadful state from
a fabric point of view. The arrears
were horrendous.’ By 2000 the board
of governors is told that the financial
situation is ‘appalling’ and the idea
of properly renewing the fabric is
fairyland. ‘And of course,’ Abraham
muses to me, ‘we’re dealing with an
institution which, since Jackson’s time,
had not invested in its estate for a
hundred years. They sort of make do
and mend.’
Talks of loans, banks’ goodwill and
subsidised fees echo debates from 70
years earlier. Yet Miller, who as finance
chair inevitably constantly curbs the
dynamic headmaster’s building hopes,
tells Seldon as he leaves in 2006, ‘You
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Drawings: The first, unbuilt, project for a maths building (Lester Building), 1985.
Left: The maltings corner (Woolton Building) seen in aerial view on previous spread, now
with its 21st century art school added on top. Both designed by Miller Bourne

saved the college from closure.’
And yes, under Seldon, one vital
corner, in linking the role of buildings
to the college’s ambition, has finally
been turned. A new approach to
procurement has started with the
Music School (now Performing Arts
Centre), designed by one of Britain’s
brightest and best younger architects,
Tim Ronalds. Herein is Neville
Abraham’s gift to the college: the
turning around of its mindset about
the importance of its environment, the
pushing for the best in architecture,
and—in the tradition of the college’s
second principal who went back to
Gilbert Scott to commission and pay
personally for the principal’s house—
backing it with his own wallet.
Abraham continues: Seldon had
said to me: “Would you be interested?”
“Only if Brighton College is forwardthinking and only if therefore any
new build reflects the fact that we are
part of the modern era. That means
we don’t use ‘the school architect’
but search for the best talent via a
competition.”
“I will do whatever you want, provided
you sign the cheque.”
He was very smart. He added: “My
new book is coming out in the spring

and I’m putting all the royalties into
this building. What are you going to
do?” So I got involved. And he said: “Do
whatever you want.”

COMPETING FOR THE BEST

At the college’s birth, it had held an
open competition for its new buildings
and had the nous to choose, from
among the anonymous entrants, the
proposal by a fine and important
architect. Sadly it lacked the financial
nous to see it implemented and
constant paring down and abandoning
of built quality soon became a deeply
embedded tradition. For the next
150 years it has never once had
the ambition to repeat that first
experiment; at its best appointing as
architect a former pupil or two, at its
worst the local jobbing builder.
Abraham’s aim is clear:
‘You are on the way to winning, against
the competition in any field, if you can
source and motivate the best talent. In
’97 or ’98 I didn’t know how to go about
a new music school. And one of the
great things about having a competition
is that you get different people looking
at the same challenge and coming up
with different ideas, which you can then
have a dialogue about.’

Part Two 1907 - 2007
‘The brief shouldn’t be too prescriptive,
because you end up trying to design
the building yourself. But a brief must
be pretty clear about who is going to
use it, and what for, and how flexible
you want the space to be, etcetera”.
‘So I embarked then on a journey,
a learning curve. I began by calling
the RIBA and saying: “will you send
me a list of architects who have won
awards in the last five to ten years
on cultural buildings in educational
establishments. I mean, where do
you start? We got a list of about 15, I
talked to about 10 - all of this is off site,
off-piste - and I gave Seldon the list of
five.”
‘Suddenly I found I’d given myself
a job. For there’s no way the school
on its own could do that. They had the
mind-set that, if anything had to be
done, “you ask the school architect.
And none of these names from RIBA
were ones I’d ever come across before.
We had this competition and looked at
presentations. A couple had brought
models and sometimes you think,
wow, if you were an architect would
you be doing this unpaid? It’s a terribly
tough profession… and we chose Tim
Ronalds.”
Money, even if gifted, is tight and
once the Ronalds building is under way,
Seldon begins to add more and more
to its brief. Abraham recalls:
‘It started off as a dance studio for 20
pupils and, before you knew it, it was

for 30 and then 40 pupils and it got
bigger and bigger and bigger. And I
remember going to Seldon and saying,
“If one more thing is changed, I’m out.”
And then he stopped. Because poor old
Tim Ronalds was tearing his hair out.’
So Brighton College’s second
building procured by competition,
opened by Neville Abraham in 2000, is
tiny, even by comparison with its first,
and very constricted by circumstance.
But it signifies a crucial change in
attitude. Even if the startlingly new
message (for Brighton College) of
trusting professional expertise then
quickly washes off its hyperactive
headmaster. Abraham continues:
‘Seldon’s ambition and drive took
over. Most headmasters are dictators
in schools. And when he speaks,
everybody jumps. He decided he’d
promised the art department a new
arts building and he’d decided it should
go on the corner of Eastern Road and
Walpole Road. He’d got ‘the usual
school architect’ to draw it up, the city
planners approved, and then it went to
the council.’
Amazingly, the planning
committee overruled its experts and
turned it down. To Abraham, this
is ‘the most fortuitous escape that
Brighton College has ever had. That
building would have been Seldon’s
legacy. And it was an absolutely daft
place to put an arts department.’

ABRAHAM IS CONTACTED
A THIRD TIME

A few years later, Abraham is contacted
by the college for a third time. Robert,
Lord Skidelsky has become chairman
of Governors in 2003; there is a new,
very different but equally dynamic
headmaster in Richard Cairns and
Abraham is invited to join as governor
in 2006. The college’s modern
flowering of architectural quality now
begins. A development committee is
formed and Abraham invited to chair it.
‘I said, “Yes, provided we have a
masterplan.” Because I wanted,
with the best possible intention, to
curtail the dictatorial power of any
headmaster who’d come in and say,
“Tell you what, let’s put a music school
there!” That’s how it happens. Ad hoc.
That’s how it’s always been done.
With Cairns and Abraham driving the
move, a Brighton College masterplan is
commissioned.

Below: Campus plan at the end of the 20th
century

A sense of change at the end of the 20th century.
Left: a nostalgic sense of romantic decay is beautifully seen in this 1980 watercolour by headmaster Bill Bradshaw.
Mid: the birth of the new. Architect Tim Ronalds is chosen in competition with others from a list of RIBA prizewinners for the hidden Performing Art Centre opened in 2000 and now, 20 years later, inevitably to be eclipsed as yet more ambitious development with a new theatre
impacts on it.
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Brighton College in 1920s and in 2008 (model from Masterplan by KFM Architects)
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PART THREE 2007 – 2020
Being the tale of a client, becoming ambitious for high quality
buildings, of learning the mysterious art of their procurement,
of engagement with sharp young architects and masterplanners,
of inviting top British practices to compete for its buildings,
and now developed into a client not just with money but with
confidence in its shared vision, that the best international
architects will come to its door.
Now Brighton College once more needs a headmaster who will, quite simply,
bring it up among the highest-performing schools in the country. It chooses
Richard Cairns and has not looked back. As Lord Skidelsky recently said,
‘The College was academically quite undistinguished, and it was heavily in
debt. It seems now that both were solved together by Richard.’
Abrahams is able in 2006 to revive
the project for a music building—but
for an unprepossessing site stuck
between the chapel and the main
building, in front of the original little
1850s hall. And, he says, it must be an
architectural competition. The winner,
Kenny Fraser of Kirkland Fraser Moore
(KFM Architects), recounts:
‘It was Richard [Cairns]’s first thing as
head. They invited five or six practices
to compete. That was Neville’s idea;
there was a brief, we each made a
presentation, and they favoured ours.
… We had designed that little canopy
(right). But we said we didn’t think
that this was where they should start.
It would be best to look at the whole
place and see what the best way
might be to rationalise their whole

estate. So we were commissioned for a
masterplan.’
No one I speak to can recall how
KFM reaches the college’s radar in the
first place. In 2007 they are a small
practice recently formed by two bright,
thoughtful and experienced architects
(one has worked with Grimshaw,
notably on the Eden Project, the other
for a decade in Genoa with Renzo
Piano Workshop), and they teach. The
college is lucky to have found them.
To KFM the masterplan work for
over a year is, as they admit, a loss
leader. ‘It was continuously developed,
with regular input from Neville,’ Fraser
continues. ‘Neville was intrigued and
he would be asking for different studies
on other parts of the campus, and then
off campus, with the prep school [on

the park/golf course]. They’d bought a
school in Hove and the last part of the
masterplan was to make proposals for
that.’
The talk is of Brighton College
needing 10 new buildings. ‘Less
a question of expansion, more of
playing catch-up,’ as the college’s
project manager, Steve Patten, says
today. As submitted in 2008, the KFM
masterplan includes sketch designs for
a wide range of buildings (above is the
music school). This seems, reasonably,
to be a hopeful bid to become ‘the
college architect’. But in 2008, it is not
clear if this is what the client wants.
In fact the college, on its own steep
learning curve, is unsure initially what
to expect from a masterplan.
Anyway, the KFM masterplan is
welcomed and the decision taken for
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Key buildings (in white on model) which have sketch designs in the
KFM masterplan. Proposed phasing was first the blue
(including Skidelsky by KFM), then the green (including Smith
by Allies & Morrison, entrance tower by Griffiths and
music by Parry), then the red converting the hall,
redoing science and new build to complete the
quad’s south east corner (built by Allies
& Morrison).
Below: Skidelsky by KFM. Lower image,
a visual from their masterplan, shows
its relationship to the historic,
low flint faced block refurbished
(but since demolished)
Opposite: Simon Smith by
Allies & Morrison
with double-height
café at level of lower
(Woolton) courtyard
reached through arched gateway.

one new building in that plan to go
ahead. It is up the west side, where
they can start without the need to
decant existing building first. For this,
KFM is invited to compete with the
better known Tim Ronalds and Allies &
Morrison. KFM is chosen.
‘It is all very collaborative. Neville
[Abraham] is very involved, very
clear what he wanted. He would be
conversing with Richard [Cairns] and
[deputy headmaster] Simon Smith, and
he would be the client voice regularly
discussing with us.’
Their building, fairly described by
its architect Kenny Fraser, is ‘pretty
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simple and cheap but carefully done.’
Opened in October 2010, this (named
the Skidelsky Building) reads the
existing campus beautifully: its sharp
black-brick skin, carefully broken with
full-height panels of glass or timber, fits
well among the adjacent flint facades.
(It is carefully shaped to abut one,
which the masterplan describes as a
listed building, but within a few years
that will have gone.)
It well deserves its RIBA award
in 2012, though interestingly it is not
mentioned at all in David Turner’s new
history of the college, which lavishes
praise on all the other new buildings.
Yet this is a key building, a visible
marker of difference and benchmark of
quality. When the college is awarded
the RIBA South East Client of the Year
Award in 2012 for its ‘determination to
attract the best architects in England
to the campus and for the scope and
ambition of its vision’. The outside
world is finally beginning to notice.

But it hasn’t been easy. Early in the
project, Abraham worries that it
is going disastrously over budget.
Meeting a friend with whom he has
had a long working relationship on
previous developments, and hearing
his colleague’s hope to move out of
London, Abraham has an idea.
‘Over a meal Neville says, “I’ve
got a problem. I don’t expect you’d
be interested but here’s what it is:
we’ve got this job in Brighton, it’s in
the design stage with good architects,
Kirkland Fraser Moore, but the price
has come back at £1 million over the
budget of £3 million. Would you take
on the task of getting £1 million off, get
it on site, and not lose the essence of
the building’s quality?”

Part Three 2007 - 2020

‘We hear this in that friend’s words
because, to Abraham’s surprise, he,
Steve Patten, replies ‘OK I’ll give it a
go.’ Telling me: ‘And so I got involved.
I was acting in a freelance capacity,
holding the college’s hand, with
priorities close to Neville’s and with
the aim to keep to the essence of the
building and not “value engineer”
the architecture.’ Patten gets KFM’s
Skidelsky building on site and
completed on time. He adds: ‘Skidelsky
is a lovely building for the money we
had. It set the precedent for quality
and bold thinking. It shows: here is not
a decrepit old school.’
Meanwhile, the college’s next
design competition is already under
way: to fill the awkward gap beyond
Jackson’s south-west frontage. The
former maltings with Daviel’s 1970s
corner block, perhaps the last work
from that tired practice, has by now
recently had its extra floor built for
the art school by their subsequent
‘school architect’. The competition will

develop the space between the listed
quasi-mediaeval boarding house and
the additive confusion on the maltings
corner. KFM, currently busy putting
up what is now the Skidelsky building,
is not invited. Architects Allies &
Morrison wins the project.
Opened in January 2012 and
named after the now retired Second
Master, Simon Smith, it is a very
mixed use building with café, senior
management offices, health centre,
staff break-out space and headmaster’s
dining room. As Patten puts it, ‘partly
mopping up but also giving more and
better spaces, notably making teachers
feel worthy’. Exploiting the ground
level change lets the building feel
centred round its generous café and
social centre. That spatial excitement is
kept a surprise, hidden from the neat,
modest corner of the quad as also from
the quiet street front. On the outside,
its vertical stripes of terracotta batons
simply float above glazing. In 2012,
this wins an RIBA award for excellence,

described as ‘elegantly proportioned’,
and is praised for the ‘commendable
rightness about the building in its
setting’.
In 2010 Steve Patten has a
catastrophic event when a very rare
infection, which is often fatal, results
in his losing a leg. The college, for
which he works freelance, to its great
credit doesn’t abandon him but, led
by Abraham, appoints him to the staff
as the building projects manager. And
thus evolves the college’s powerful
development engine around Neville
Abraham, Steve Patten and centred on
headmaster Richard Cairns.
With a resurgence in demand
for boarders (by 2018 there are 385
boarders, the college’s highest roll), the
headmaster needs boarding spaces as
soon as possible. ‘Would you work with
Allies & Morrison again?’
Knowing there had been a
confrontation over the recently
completed block, Cairns put this
question to Patten. Certainly, he

Below: Looking south across the quad in 2008, tooth-gap to the left and the axial focus missing.
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replies; phones them, has a meeting
the next day, and immediately work
starts with their ‘top rate project
architect’, Laurie Hallows.
On the Eastern Road corner,
incomplete from Jackson’s 130 year-old
masterplan and more recently saved
by Brighton’s planning committee, this
second Allies & Morrison building,
rather more wittily ‘keeping-inkeeping’ with the site’s history, opens
in 2013. ‘An intense project,’ as the
college says, speeding from start to
finish in under two years. Indeed, they
feel such urgency that when there’s a
month’s postponement of it coming
to planning, ‘we simply started. We
had to,’ Patten recounts. ‘When the
committee came to visit the site and
saw work already being undertaken,
I explained: “If you turn us down, I
will simply cover the substructure and
revert it to lawn.”’
The planners have no problem
and BHCC’s senior conservation officer,
Lesley Johnson, loves the look of this
building and the way it encloses the
quad. Fitting in with quiet subtlety, this
quite hefty four-storey building barely
alerts a casual glance. The bricks of
its external faces match the Jackson
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street, its internal faces in flint are
astonishingly similar to the existing
quad and its window patterns and roof
shapes unremarkable to the glance.
But look more closely, outside and in,
and the quality shines.
Inside the boarding houses, Cairns
says, ‘We wanted the design to be fun,
a bit quirky and a bit different, almost

like a boutique hotel’, as opposed to
what he describes as the ‘Travelodge’
style at other boarding schools. Partly
to attract parents, ‘but mainly to
create a warm environment that said
to pupils: “We think your surroundings
matter.’”
If the college’s current interior
design (by fashionable London practice
DDSB) can appear at times as if they’ve
enjoyed more money than thought,
that is never true of the architecture.
How the old hits the new internally is
enjoyed, just as how the metalwork
hoops around the triple glazed
windows echo but in no way imitate
the Victorian stone window surrounds
alongside. Sharp thinking.
Yes, says Gavin Henderson, ‘this
corner building is really lovely’. It is
typical of this most unusual client that,
on completion, Hallows is commended
to Allies & Morrison, who are urged to
promote her; when made a director,
she thanks Patten for his part in
facilitating it.
This, the one new building
this century not resulting from
competition, offers an urban solution
very different from the project
sketched in the KFM masterplan.

Part Three 2007 - 2020
Opposite: The Allies & Morrison boarding
house elegantly echoing its context
without imitation; on the left to Eastern
Road, on the right to the internal quad.
Opposite below: The boarding house
design internally enjoys the juxtaposition
of old and new. Cut-away model of KFM ‘s
proposal to complete the tower.
This page: KFM’s masterplan proposal
for the south-east corner; above: facing
Eastern Road, below: completing the quad,
bottom: as built, the Allies & Morrison’s
boarding house.

As Kenny Fraser of KFM explains,
‘For the south east corner we worked
up a scheme with the flight of steps
facing west into the quad, which would
have created a socially useful external
event space, something the college
hasn’t got. And we felt there could be a
new building as a proper event on that
corner—show off the contemporary
college to the town.’
Reacting to ‘a horrible recent
scheme for this corner, with a series
of pitched roofs, by the people
who did the opposite corner’, this
urban assertion might have made a
fascinating building, particularly facing
into the quad. But no one is invited
to compete. The Allies & Morrison
building, carefully placing itself far
from banal but just as far from an
in-your-face statement to the town, is
perfectly judged.

WHAT THEN IS THE
MASTERPLAN?

As an essential tool for the budding
development team at the college, it
offers a fantastic lesson in strategic
estate management, in learning from
the moves by KFM which they don’t
like as much as from those they do.
This plan in 2008 articulates potential
sites for development and considers,
often in detail design, how they might
be approached.
For a not yet architecturally
sophisticated client, it is a great
learning vehicle. But for the designers
there is no strategic steer by the client
for major moves; no cue, for example,
to demolish the old swimming pool or
sports hall. ‘It was at an early stage
in the current development phase
of the college,’ says Patten, and ‘the
college was learning very fast. The
masterplan and its ideas all stimulated
their thinking.’ From a rather innocent

client when that process began, with
a quite intense dialogue between
Fraser and Abraham then, joined
by the headmaster and latterly
Patten, Brighton College, through its
Development Committee, is becoming
less unsure of what it is looking for. The
masterplan has been a frame, a tool to
work with.
‘Kenny’s masterplan ignited the
new self-confidence and assertiveness’,
says Patten who, with Abraham, has
great respect for KFM. Abraham calls
them ‘really interesting and stimulating
people’. But now a newly articulate
client asks for something different
from its next chosen planner, CZWG
Architects, while providing it with a
stronger frame.
Abraham explains the choice of
another master-planner, the ‘G’ in that
unpronounceable acronym.
‘Well, I was taught science at Brighton
College by his father, Peter Gough, a
brilliant science teacher who was sort

of multi-faceted, and, as housemaster,
he had these two kids Piers and
Orlando who would run around in the
front court and create havoc. So I went
to see Piers in London. I quite like this,
you know, going off-piste.’
Whereas the KFM plan focused
on finding spaces around the campus
and suggesting their architectural
transformation, the Piers Gough plan,
now steered by the client’s idea of
‘grouping our footprint into hubs’, is
able to suggest more broad-brush,
strategic moves. The campus is divided
into these ‘hubs’ of pastoral, teaching
and sports.
Like KFM, Gough proposes
completing the gateway tower; unlike
KFM he suggests an envelope for the
remaining gap to the south very much
as is soon filled by Allies & Morrison.
He suggests rewriting the west side
story as much as possible. All this can
then decant from outdated space
behind the original Scott building (and
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around the little, now beleaguered
and awkwardly placed Tim Ronalds PAC
building) for the music building by Eric
Parry and linked theatre.
So the Gough masterplan, instead
of offering shells for varied hermit
crabs, contains no sketch building
proposals. ‘Ah, well!’ I am told when
musing aloud, ‘Piers had to be slowed
down— he also was designing all
the buildings!’ CZWG has since been
offered no building by the college; and
while its plan masterfully articulates
the college’s broad intentions, it is
unlike KFM’s earlier plan in offering no
clues as to how they might shape such
an invitation to compete.

MUSIC SCHOOL

As the Allies & Morrison new house
starts on site, the development
team is already looking at music and
theatre. ‘In the competition for the
music building,’ says Kenny Fraser,
‘six or seven practices were invited;
that was the last we took part in.’ It is
won in 2010 by Eric Parry Architects.
There is now a long design period as,
subsequent to competition, the brief
develops to include the drama school
to its west.
The two parts will share foyer
space and link to the dining hall, while
clearing away unsightly additions
behind Scott’s original school.
Following the Gough masterplan, the

north-south axis, currently blocked by
the science building, is to be opened
to reveal Scott’s north facing central
gable and window. Outline planning
permission is granted and the first half,
the music school, begins on site.
Parry is already in the reins when
freelance project manager Steve
Patten joins the college staff. It is the
last building at the college with an
architect’s own quantity surveyor
controlling costs. Patten is thereafter
adamant that the architects they
appoint allow him this financial
control. ‘It gives them nowhere to run,’
he dryly adds.
The music school is both slow
and costly. Fourteen months become
28 months and it similarly goes over
price. It is also in the words of Gavin
Henderson, an arts project director
with more experience of commissioning
such buildings than almost any other,
‘a really lovely, wonderful building’.
The steeply-pitched but gently ridged
roof floats asymmetrically over its Caen
stone side walls, as a thick cap above
the completely glazed north wall to
the Sarah Abraham Recital Hall with
its electronically operated variable
acoustic panelling, views over the
playing fields and seats for nearly 200.
Meanwhile, from the outside its surface
in a gorgeous palette of ceramic tiles
paling towards the top offers a unique
yet unobtrusive image on Brighton.

Below: Typical unlovely parts of the college (four 2008 photographs from the KFM
masterplan), including the prominent little red brick box (now replaced by Skidelsky) and
the hidden gem of the north window of the Scott building.
Right and below right: Eric Parry’s music school opened in 2015 alongside the 1860s dining
hall, and integrating residual backyard space (right).
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Part Three 2007 - 2020
In May 1884 Jackson produced his
magnificent ‘Tudor’ gateway (right). Far
too extravagant. By September he had
pared it down (below). Still no money.
In 2014, 130 years later, Richard Griffiths
Architects builds an appropriate and
contemporary version on the shoulders
of the existing lower floors where work
stopped in 1888 with a temporary roof
that lasted for 120 years.

COMPLETING THE WELCOME

By the time the Music School is
opened by David Gilmour of Pink
Floyd in November 2015, two sports
buildings have appeared. First, in
2012, is a little cricket pavilion sitting
almost opposite the place from where
Jackson’s had been removed. Perhaps
it is a silent rebuke for that vandalism
33 years earlier but more likely relief
that, as with the mulberry tree,
space is fortuitously left for serious
development.
Second, a neat low-budget greenroofed ‘object in space’ is designed
by David Morley off-campus in East
Brighton Park. But far more central
to the college’s built self-image
than anything else, in 2014 Thomas
Jackson’s 130 year-old plan for the
college’s gateway is completed.
The sheer ambition—or outrageous
chutzpah—to do this is the
headmaster’s. So, unlike the college’s
naming (and often confusing renaming)
of its buildings, this is indeed Cairns’

Tower. During masterplan discussions,
Kenny Fraser recalls: ‘Richard was very
keen on the tower. We said “really?”
It’s a huge expense for each usable
square metre—and there’s not much
valuable area—but he felt it should
be done. We did a scheme for it,
looking at the variants (were there
three versions?) of the original Jackson
design, and I think that was basically
what was eventually built.’

As our discussion continues, Fraser
adds: ‘Oh, that tower was all Richard.
I must say I rather liked the stubby
version as it was.’ But completion of
the gatehouse is an unwavering goal
for a headmaster who understands the
power of a built emblem.
Allies & Morrison recommends
the historic specialist Richard Griffiths
Architects and the job is on. In the
1880s Jackson left varied suggestions.
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His drawings appear early Victorian
even though drawn half a century later,
just as that high moral gothic (neo-14th
century) era was dissolving away. His
battlements and turrets were historical
fancies even in the Tudor times that
Jackson himself was aping. So now,
almost exactly five centuries after
Anne Boleyn’s gatehouse at Hampton
Court, its offspring—with the quaintly
asymmetrical ground floor—is to be
fancifully staged and completed with
fine ceremony in 2013.
Richard Griffiths Architects engage
with much care and historical research.
They analyse the original drawings
and actual building and materials,
both on site and in laboratory. They
will not build as if in the 19th century

but build on it. As conservation expert
Fiona Raley, a member of a jury that
later gives this building an award,
puts it: ‘You feel the hand of Jackson
steering Richard Griffiths’ team but not
constraining them.’
It is costed at £3 million. However,
there is no budget. These words
echoing from attempts to finance
building in the 1850s and the 1950s
have no terrors now. Not only has
the college today wealthy alumni
and enthusiastic friends but here a
project whose value, in its image,
is immediately apparent. As Hugh
Pearman, in his enthusiastic RIBA
Journal review in 2015 says, ‘Just one
donation—provenance anonymous—
was enough to see the job through.’
As additional accommodation it is
little more than two new rooms. The
lower space is an impressive function
room whose most obvious function
is to host and impress potential
donors (top left). Above it, and up
an ingeniously designed stone spiral
stair, is the office of the deputy head
and chair of governors, an already tall
space that vanishes upwards inside the
new cupola from which light trickles
down. These spaces are elegantly and
expensively finished, oak and stone
alongside the 21st century cupola
lining above and a fine light-fitting/
artwork bringing the lower room alive.
But its fanfare is external. The
lead and bronze clad lantern is capped
with a pelican weathervane (which
collapsed early on and was refitted);
a sundial to the street on the south
is mirrored by a clock to the quad;
130 years earlier this might well have
inscribed the traditional Victorian
school-clock homily that ‘for the
time cometh when no man may
work’. But despite all the carefully

CZWG (Piers Gough’s) masterplan for ‘the west side story’ takes science and sports up to the
north boundary (north is to the right on plan). This plan removes the old swimming pool as well
as the little ex-science building and the listed elm tree (seen above). It leaves their footprint
white, for possible ‘further facilities’. Here is where the Hopkins’ Yeoh building now stands.
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crafted terracotta dressings and
stone, brick and flintwork, we are
now in the 21st century. Griffiths’
creative interpretation is appropriately
theatrical rather than pastiche,
serious but not simply restoration.
Automatically listed along with that on
whose shoulders it stands, the gateway
tower wins an RIBA regional award in
2017.
With these last two projects, Steve
Patten is clearly the college’s building
project manager, fully holding the
reins. Now, for example, the architects
do not independently employ the
quantity surveyor. Brighton College’s
varied architects now know they
are part of Patten’s team, with his
consultants.
And so the quad of Brighton
College is complete. Over subsequent
years, the building programme will
work to complete the west side, after
which the final stage of this current
hugely ambitious campaign will be
to re-order the remaining jumble to
the north of the Scott building with
performing arts education spaces
centred on a theatre.
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The five-storey Hopkins Architects block
(Kai Yong Yeoh Building) removes the
ex-science block and elm tree (left).
It follows the ‘Jackson model’ of flint facing
into the college interior, with red brick to
the outside world on Sutherland Road.

HELD UP BY AN ELM

In 2014, the go-ahead is given for a
major new teaching block, inching up
the western boundary. It will replace
the swimming pool, a large tree and
an historic, small flint-faced block
against which Kirkland Fraser Moore’s
Skidelsky building was snugly designed
to fit. Chosen international architects
are invited to compete for its design.
KFM is not invited. ‘By now Neville had
got a taste for stardom in architecture,’
muses Fraser. The practices that
produce a concept design include
Hopkins Architects and Feilden Clegg
Bradley Studio (FCBS).
Having to contain 22 classrooms
and a creative learning centre where
pupils learn public speaking and
presentation skills and teachers work
on their craft, and squeezed onto a
tight site, any building will be quite a
lump. And it isn’t an empty site. The
pool has outlived its value but the
modest red brick and flint building in
front of it is England’s first purposebuilt school science laboratory,
specially designed and the gift of the
third Principal in 1871. With various
other uses over the years, it has been
the music school through the second
half of the 20th century. Finally, there
is also a magnificent elm tree on the
earmarked site.
Hopkins Architects wins the
design competition. But in September
2014 their planning application for

‘demolition of the swimming pool and
old music school buildings, the erection
of a new building, the removal of an
elm tree and other associated work’ is
rejected by BHCC. But solely because
of the elm.
KFM, having carefully designed
their adjacent building to link, muse:
‘That little flint building, the grade
II listed lab that they demolished,
was the first purpose-built school
lab in the country. And that amazing
tree...’ Gavin Henderson, who spent
his childhood on the college campus,
sighs. ‘The old music school is gone,
and I’m really sorry to see that,’ he
says. Yet there was little more than
a flint-faced shed still remaining,
its music days long gone, its earlier
science days really forgotten.
Principal conservation planner
Lesley Johnson, who cares very
carefully for the college’s built
heritage, points out now that the
former lab was not individually listed.
‘It was considered a “curtilage listed
building” due to its relationship with
the individual listed buildings within
the College grounds, and its pre-1948
date.’ Not even being on the local list,
‘until the redevelopment was raised, its
significance as a science building was, I
think, known only by the College.’
Its demolition is approved as ‘the
[BHCC] Heritage Team concurs with
the view that … its loss would cause
less than substantial harm to the
setting…’ and equally ‘the proposed
development will be a worthy addition
to the collection of beautiful buildings
already owned by the college’. When
we meet, Johnson continues:
‘As always, the issues required a
balancing of pros and cons and,

being the first time of supporting
the demolition of a listed building,
this was not taken lightly. However, I
still consider that the historic record
reflects the importance of this building
better than its outward appearance
did and the replacement building was
worth it!’
The refusal is appealed; the
inspector granting the appeal in July
2015 therefore does not even mention
the destruction of the shell of the
former science-then-music block.
With a year lost through the appeal,
they now move fast. Detail design
and delivery of the building is taken
from Hopkins; McLaren Construction
appoints PTAL for design development
in November 2015; building begins in
spring 2016.
Typical of current building practice,
PTAL is ‘instructed by McLaren to act
as Lead Consultant in the delivery
of Construction Information’. Much
less typical of current building clients,
Brighton College’s having its own eagleeyed project manager ensures that all
detailing complies with Hopkins’ intent,
in effect ensures that Hopkins remains
its lead consultant.
The imposing and solid five-storey
building (now the Kai Yong Yeoh
Building), with its tall and memorable
atrium, is in use by the college by
September 2017. That is fast. Its
appearance of well-finished, slick,
corporate architecture is softened for
its intimate context by use of brick
and flint. From the quad it appears as
a long pitched-roof block which, like a
salami sliced in the middle and one half
bent through 90O, reveals the sausage’s
innards, held in by glass and strips of
louvres. These two halves are faced in
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red brick to the south and flint, with
elegantly proportioned windows with
brick strips under a clerestory band, to
the east. This bent strip conceals the
building’s two other five-and-a-halfstorey ranges from the campus, if not
from Sutherland Road to the west.
The need to pack in so much
accommodation suggested a problem
of entrance at the first floor (with one
floor virtually subterranean), but this is
exploited neatly and unexpectedly, as
the doorway in the flint skin leads to a
covered but still external threshold (I
half expected a drawbridge) before you
reach the atrium.
A short glazed link joins it to the
great hall, downhill to its south. This,
as it inevitably involves level changes
already, is planned to develop further,
opening to the hall’s undercroft and
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then connect beyond, to the Allies &
Morrison Simon Smith building on the
college’s southern edge.
Brighton College is very pleased
with this building, and it seems that
they have now tapped into the seam
of desired architects. Can one see
a slight sense of steely ruthlessness
creeping in as they go for what Cairns
calls ‘a blue-chip architect’ in the dense
development of such a vulnerable
corner of the campus?
But by now their next project,
buildings for science and sports, has
already produced competing concepts.
And when we see the winner they
choose in 2013, that critical hint may
have been quite misplaced.
For the chosen sports and science
design, to be complete before the end
of 2019, is something else.

Above: Looking up the west side from the
quad, between the hall (left) and chapel
(right), the cut-and-turned-at-right-angles
surfaces of the Yeoh building are highly
glazed, unlike those seen on the previous
page.

Though about to give them a
considerably more whelming
building—probably our city’s most
original building since the Prince’s
pavilion two centuries earlier—it
will surely not have that tang of the
ruthless city power suit. It will certainly
emanate class and style, but rather
differently.
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Above: Approaching the sports and science
development designed by OMA from the
south, and being realised at the very end
of 2018 and (right) as now becoming real
and replacing this CGI image.
Bottom of both pages: Opposite: schematic
view looking east from Sutherland Road,
with Skidelsky building on far right.
This page: schematic section looking to the
west, showing pool sunk below the pitches,
indoor sports at ground level, and science
climbing above.

AN ARCHITECTURAL CHANGE
OF GEAR
Since November 2012 the college’s
development team has been working
on this next major project, whose
brief for sports and science grows
from the ‘hubs’ articulated in the
Piers Gough (CZWG) masterplan of
eight months earlier. The pool about
to be demolished needs replacing;
the college can live without that
amenity for a few years. The science
building needs replacing and also
moved from the area now designated
‘performing arts’. The college can’t live
without that for a few years, so the
new must be built first and inevitably
on clear land at the northern end of
the west side. Gough’s plan proposes
science, humanities and sports here, as
adjacent but separate elements, lining

the playing field as ‘a consistent range,
in the same way as the earlier ranges
of the formative designs by Gilbert
Scott and Jackson’.
The college now decides to
remove the humanities block from this
sandwich and, first off, build Hopkins’
Yeoh building on the only space left
blank for ‘further facilities’ in Gough’s
masterplan. This leaves science and
sports alongside the field.
‘The Development Committee
by this stage was strategic and ballsy
from the outset,’ Patten, by now the
college’s Projects Director, says. ‘We
needed sports (and a new pool) and
science, and of course sports-science,
and the question was how to create a
logic.’
In 2013, just as the gateway
tower is being celebrated and before
the Yeoh building can even start,
the college is inviting international
architects to compete for this next one.
The list includes Feilden Clegg Bradley
Studios (FCBS), Allies & Morrison and
Hopkins Architects, all London-based
(FCBS will start work on the Royal
Pavilion’s Corn Exchange in 2015).
And there is the Office for
Metropolitan Architecture (OMA),
which has built round the world from
a first home in the Netherlands but
barely touched Britain. Its first building
in Scotland (a tiny cancer centre) and

From the tall atrium deep in the Hopkins’
Yeoh Building are views south, alongside
the quad to Jackson’ s Abraham House and
Allies & Morrison’s Simon Smith building.

its first in London (Rothschild’s great
UK HQ) have only been complete for
two years.
The Hopkins proposal is said to
be a great glass box under a wavy
roof, sparkling in their night time
image; FCBS’s seems to suggest a
massive cruise ship; Allies & Morrison’s
attractive project is even surmounted
by a bird’s nest. But the OMA design
is the clear winner, particularly, the
college feels, as it will surely be as
great to be inside as out.
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The sports and science building by
OMA, currently nearing completion, is
illustrated at length as it is by far the
most spatially varied and internally
fascinating of the new buildings on
campus, with complex juxtapositions of
activity and space.

Rotterdam Kunsthal, an early 1990s
milestone in the career of Dutch architects
OMA, led by Rem Koolhaas, winner in
2000 of the Pritzker, often called the
‘architecture Nobel’.

From commission in 2013, OMA
develops the project further, with
public consultation and planning advice
from both English Heritage and the
Brighton Conservation & Planning
Office until, in mid 2015, planning
approval is sought. It receives the
city planning committee’s unanimous
approval.
Underpinning this £55 million
project is the way OMA combines
the two departments in one linear
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building along the edge of the playing
field. Primary sporting spaces are level
with the field, the sports hall opens
directly onto it. But sciences are not
alongside. Instead they span over the
sporting spaces like a ‘skeletal’ bridge.
So the required spaces appear to
intermingle: 18 laboratories and the
25-metre pool, science lecture theatre
and indoor running track, ICT suite and
sports hall, aerobics suite, strength and
conditioning suite, PE office, changing
rooms and a café and juice bar.
Views from one department into
the other should make for lively and
animated circulation throughout the
new building, creating an unexpected
interplay between sport and sciences.
Although, as I write the building is
barely more than a framework, that
hopeful blurb sounds likely to come off.
But when OMA adds ‘the façades are
inspired in part by the regular rhythm
of the terrace housing opposite the
new building’, I respond: come off it!
For this building is classic OMA: it is

built around ramps and unexpected
juxtapositions and the spectacle
created by the kind of glimpses that a
traditionally boxed building could never
suggest. Indeed, it is as like their early
masterpiece, the Rotterdam Kunsthal
already 27 years old and recently
spruced up, as any project since. Like
the Kunsthal, it is the opposite of ‘blob’
architecture (known as ‘parametric’
in today’s jargon), which starchitects
have been depositing in nouveauriche piazzas over the past quarter
century. It is very different from the
polite sensitivity of Allies & Morrison,
the crystalline neatness of KFM, the
preciousness of Parry, the powerful
display by Hopkins. And the college will
surely take it to its timeless heart.
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WHO KNEW OF OMA?

But how ever has Brighton College
come across OMA? How does a
reasonably small private client,
whose goal is education, acquire the
expertise to choose such designers to
invite? In recent years they have been
talking not just to the local prizewinning architects but to international
practices whose work is little known
here, even among the architecturally
educated. The key advisory figure is
John Bushell, a former pupil of the
college, ‘now a very senior figure in
the international architectural practice
Kohn Pederson Fox (KPF), and he is on
our development committee’.
Steve Patten continues:
‘We have lots of conversations—
Hopkins, OMA, Allies & Morrison,
Morphosis and, looking higher, Foster
and Zaha Hadid. We talk of whom
we would approach and, of course,
who might be interested; lots of
conversation.
‘Quite a learning curve; over the
years the development committee has
really developed. We do now know
what we’re talking about. We’re not
bashful, not shy about approaching
architects, tentatively wondering
“would they ever be interested in
working with us?” We’ve changed.
Top architects are interested in us now.
Had we gone to OMA back then, well…’
Much as a building designed by
Bushell’s practice, KPF, might be
marvellous in Brighton, the college
recognises the immense value of John
Bushell to their development team and
it would not want to risk any potential
conflict of interest.
Neville Abraham says:
‘Richard will tell you that when he
began his tenure here, he had no
intrinsic interest in architecture. But his
interest has grown to a point where the
architects were saying, “The cladding
should be such and such,” and he will
go off to Rotterdam during his holidays
to check a building with that particular
cladding.’
With OMA on their horizon, the
headmaster, Abraham and Patten, visit
not just OMA buildings from Glasgow
to Amsterdam, but go to the Illinois
Institute of Technology to look at the
OMA building there.

Beguiling computer-generated visuals of spaces within the Science & Sports Building
Top: from the café to the core on a level with the playing fields.
Middle: the breakout pod.
Lower middle: science labs seen from the ‘ramp’.
Bottom: The roof is reached via small stepped gardens (see axonometric, opposite) with
sprint track, outdoor relaxing or event space, and spectator space. This sits over science
whose labs descend to internal breakout space which is over the indoor sports hall, itself
over swimming pool.
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The opposite view to that imagined below, this looks north from above the Scott building. We see the OMA sports and science building,
with the surrounding terraces of the conservation area to the right and glimpses of the urban desert of ‘industrial estate’ which replaced
the valley of Kemp Town Station to the left.

LAST PIECE OF THE JIGSAW

As Brighton College’s own OMA building
approached completion, we reach
the last jigsaw piece in Piers Gough’s
masterplan: the ‘theatre’ to take the
place of the soon to be emptied old
science block. Outline planning approval
was given to Eric Parry’s theatre along
with his music school. But 2010 is long
ago in their steep learning curve and
the college has since been rethinking. In
February 2019 Parry’s website still says
that ‘Phase Two, the Drama School and
Foyer, is due on site in three years and
will complete the ensemble.’
But just weeks earlier Parry was
stood down from the project when
Patten went up to his office to explain
to him. This anecdote says much about
the Brighton College approach. An
architect is likely in such a situation
today at best to get an email saying:
‘sorry’.

I hear it said that Patten was
considered ‘a rare gentleman who
needs to come and tell us we’d not
won it’. Wherever I ask, similar voices
point to the rare value of Patten as
project manager to the college. ‘Such
a man is worth his weight in gold,’
says Gavin Henderson. And from the
BHCC planning department, Lesley
Johnson adds: ‘I know Steve Patten
very well. He is an amazing developer
to work with.’
So a competition for the theatre
building is currently far into planning,
with sights set on probable building
between 2021 and 2023. Their search
for the designer is leading them to
visit fascinating buildings, from those
designed by leading British theatre
designers like Howarth Tompkins
or the Netherlandish Mecanoo
(responsible for the largest single-roof
performing arts centre in the world,

recently opened in Taiwan) to others
yet to build in Britain. The key team
seems to have recently visited KRFT’s
beautifully finished and sharp Singer
Laren theatre outside Amsterdam, and
the continental buildings of Sauerbruch
Hutton, based in Berlin. This week, as
I write, Morphosis is visiting Brighton
College from Los Angeles.
We don’t yet know on whom
their eyes will finally alight, but this is
clearly an exercise of curation of the
highest order, with Brighton College
the nearest southern England has to an
Oxbridge college in terms of patronage,
and a better eye for architectural talent
than many of them. The college is now
spotting and attracting top talents
before they have hit the headlines in
Britain.

Eric Parry’s fascinating image of the college’s possible buildings from the north. The collection of pitched roofs between us and the original
Scott building are, from left to right, the 19th century dining hall, Parry’s music building (now built), the elegant Scott transept and its great
window now revealed, and Parry’s theatre. The Parry theatre project from a decade ago is now abandoned, as the College’s thinking moves
on into 2020. (Image from Eric Parry Architects website, Feb 2019)
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The Gilbert Scott entrance photographed 120 years ago, when already half a century old.
The proper, careful replacement of this oriel window in 2018 has cost £200,000.

HERITAGE CONSERVED

Respect for its 19th century heritage
must now rise to reflect the college’s
pride in its 21st century additions. This
implies a major and equally serious
investment. Most of what is seen from
the quad is listed Grade II, as are its
lamp posts and the cast-iron railings
round the playing fields.
‘When I became a governor in
2006, the maintenance budget was
£100,000,’ Neville Abraham recalls.
‘Today the maintenance budget is
well over £1,000,000 annually.’ For
example, the great library oriel window
over the Scott entrance was totally
replaced in 2018 at a cost of £200,000,
and a programme continues of
replacing late-20th century crude little
concrete ‘mending’ of windows in the
flint walls with properly detailed stone
replacements.
The state of the college’s complete
estate has never been properly
understood. As with so many similar
institutions, much neglect is patched
up with a history of second-rate
repair. A full survey and report may
seem an unnecessary extravagance

when squeezed by other priorities
but Richard Cairns has agreed to its
necessity. Impressed that Richard
Griffiths Architects are the top people
for the job, the school has recently
commissioned Griffiths, designers of
the gateway tower, for a quinquennial
report on the fabric of the complete
estate.
With the big picture safe, everyday
repair, minor interventions or new
fit-outs are in the hands of John Turner
Architects, ‘a former college pupil and
a good local practice’ I am told. Recent
years have seen refurbishment of ‘all
corners of the school, including all
13 houses’. There is a sense, for the
first time ever regarding the college’s
estate, that all bases are covered.
The next wave will be
fundamentally different and the core
development team will surely become
different too. A third masterplan will
have quite different horizons. For not
only is there a large Brighton estate
beyond the original campus on Eastern
Road but Brighton College Abu Dhabi
and Brighton College Bangkok are
already followed by Dubai and Al Ain.

As a school it is thriving as never
before. With 1150 pupils it is now
Britain’s largest independent coeducational school. Once more at the
end of 2018 it is named the Sunday
Times Independent School of the
Year—so the long and tedious struggles
to fund its building should be over.
But it is far from automatic that
an institution with adequate funds
understands and values quality in its
buildings. Brighton College’s academic
rise is paralleled by the complete
rethink about the importance of
ambition in its physical surroundings
as well. Just as Cairns is (in his own
words) ‘pretty obsessed about pupils
being kind to one another and being
happy’, so there is no doubt that the
quality of the physical environment is
absolutely central to that ambience.
The barometer of league table
rankings may be a crudely monodimensional measure; it shows but
one result of transformation. And
the college’s transformation over the
past dozen years is nowhere better
expressed than in the transformation
of its place, the frame and backdrop of
its ethos.
We can approach this issue, our
focus on the built environment, from
the other end. Access to Brighton
College depends on wealth; private
education is socially divisive and it
reinforces inequality, the force which
Professor Ichiro Kawachi of Harvard
calls a ‘social pollutant’, implying it to
be damaging across not just the poor in
a population. It also by its separateness
is prey to fantasy from without.
Brighton College’s chaplain, on an
exchange with an inner London school
in 2010, talked of new colleagues
there who ‘think that Brighton College
children all spend their days learning
polo and the proper use of a butter
knife, … where fourth formers are only
allowed to walk on the Chapel lawns if
they have double-barrelled names, and
this only on a Thursday’.
Which is not so far from Punch in
1858 recommending Brighton College
as a place where ‘little snobs will
meet with other little snobs and sons
of snobs, who will all, doubtless, be
carefully educated in the principles of
snobbery’.
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How the wider world, Brighton &
Hove’s inclusive city in 2019, sees
the greener educational grass on the
far side of Brighton College’s fence is
unavoidable. It is said that some within
BHCC opposed the college’s recent
planning applications (notably the last,
for Sports and Science), perhaps on
grounds difficult to justify in planning
terms.
In whatever way the social
issues may resonate, they must not
distract from the achievement of
this institution, an achievement that
can be a model for all sorts of other
institutions (and not least, schools).
Fine architecture raises the spirit,
enriches the experience and, in an
institution like this, declares—as
a mnemonic to each pupil—the
importance of both individual and
communal ambition in striving towards
the highest quality.
This is achieved at Brighton
College in no small part by its
development committee, under the
chairmanship of Neville Abraham,
striving for the best; and Abraham’s
belief that the route to achieving this
is to encourage ‘the best available
talent to compete with one another’.
Without the equal determination and
engagement of headmaster Richard
Cairns and his indispensable buildings
project manager Steve Patten it could
never have been realised.
‘Without the best facilities, in the
long term you can’t compete in the

top echelons by building third-rate
stuff,’ Abraham puts it so simply.
‘We have a campus where there are
some iconic listed buildings— and
rubbish. We’ve concentrated on getting
rid of the rubbish and replacing it with
architecture of merit that pupils will
love and will work better.’
Kenny Fraser, designer of the
Skidelsky building, even though he has
not recently been invited to compete
again, has boundless admiration for
the college’s achievement:
‘The idea is fantastic, that a school can
show its quality in its buildings like this.
Get the best! Such ambition! To now
have OMA! And from where we started
12 years ago, it’s light years away!
There’s not a school in the country
has been so pro-active with its new
architecture. Neville has transformed
it: it is an extraordinary ambition.’
Former pupil and lifelong friend
of the college, Gavin Henderson
concludes:
‘I think that these developments have
been so beautifully curated. And the
idea that almost what we’re getting
is a collection of work from some of
the most interesting architects of our
time, they’ve racked the place up to an
incredible level.’
Varied lessons can be drawn
from this often-tortuous tale, all built
around a cantus firmus of the value of
ambitious built form as the vehicle to
enhance ambitious social achievement.
And as we eagerly anticipate the

Brighton College today embedded in the city of Brighton & Hove
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theatre, the final building in its current
redevelopment, we can today salute
Brighton College’s understanding that
it takes much more than just money to
recognise, seek out and deliver quality.
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THE BUILDING OF BRIGHTON COLLEGE
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MA study focused hereon) and Lesley
Johnston (BHCC Principal Planning
Officer, Conservation) have been
extremely helpful and supportive. I am
also very grateful to architects/masterplanners Kenny Miller and Piers Gough.
At Brighton College, the willing
assistance of Kym Reynolds and
archivist James Harrison with collecting
illustrations has been crucial.
On the college’s history Martin
Jones, and on Brighton history Sue
Berry, David Fisher and Steve Myall
have been most helpful and willing to
share their knowledge. Bill Bradshaw is
quoted from a 2010 piece he wrote for
the Brighton College Alumni Facebook
page.

Brighton College has a variety of
very different published histories, all
of which have been most valuable,
including G P Burstow and M B Whittaker, ed. S C
Roberts: A History of Brighton College
(Brighton, 1957)
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LESSONS IN AMBITION

Learning from the building of Brighton College 1845 - 2020

